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I. SUMMARY

SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

SOUTH JACKSON STREET IS
AN IMPORTANT CONNECTOR
FROM THE WATERFRONT TO THE
NEIGHBORHOODS

•
•

•

•

As an active retail and transportation corridor,
As one of a limited number of east-west connections that continue beyond I-5 and have
a relatively consistent, walkable grade,
As a tie from the waterfront to and between
neighborhoods—Pioneer Square, Chinatown-International District, Little Saigon and
the Central Area beyond, and
As a common geographic thread among a
fascinating history of people and cultures
that enrich Seattle’s past, present and future.

WITH DISCONNECTS THAT REQUIRE
LONG-TERM FIXES

South Jackson Street’s success as a strong pedestrian corridor is hampered by difficult nodes:
• The area below Interstate 5, which separates
Chinatown-International District and Little
Saigon,
• The crossing of multiple arterials at 4th, 5th
and 2nd Avenue Extension and
• The waterfront, currently separated by noise
from the Alaskan Way Viaduct and construction, will become a major asset and destination that will increase the importance of
South Jackson Street as a connector.

IMPROVEMENTS CAN BE MADE IN
THE NEAR TERM TO IMPROVE THE
CORRIDOR’S PHYSICAL QUALITY AND
CONNECTIVITY

Streetscape along the corridor can be improved
with coordinated efforts that provide a level
of identity, focusing on lighting, landscape,
accessibility, pedestrian comfort, and art.

ENRICHING PUBLIC SPACES WITH ART
RELATED TO THE RICH CULTURE AND
HISTORY OF SOUTH JACKSON STREET

The many stories of individuals, groups and
physical places along the corridor can be made
visible to enrich the experience of visitors,
shoppers, commuters, and people living and
working in the neighborhood.

A component of the project is a memorial to the
Chinese Expulsion that took place in Seattle in
1885-86 as the first project in a “Story Street”
that captures multiple histories about South
Jackson Street. This memorial will be located
along the waterfront, between Washington and
Main Streets. The intent of this project is to move
ahead with the memorial specifically, and look for
opportunities to fully integrate the memorial into
the community as one of multiple opportunities
to tell the important stories of our city.

THE PROJECT AND ITS
RECOMMENDATIONS ARE
COMMUNITY-BASED

Public input has been a key effort in this project.
The feedback highlights concerns with personal safety, the dominance of vehicles, and the
quality of the pedestrian environment. There is
widespread support for a greener corridor with a
strong cultural identity achieved through a series
of coordinated efforts to be completed over time.

THE ULTIMATE AIM OF THE PROJECT
IS TO PRODUCE A HIGH-LEVEL
CONCEPT FOR SOUTH JACKSON
STREET AS A CORRIDOR, AND SET UP
A ROUND OF NEXT STEPS THAT CAN
BE IMPLEMENTED BY BOTH PRIVATE
AND PUBLIC SECTOR ACTORS

An actionable list of projects that have clearly
documented community support is a critical
outcome of the project.
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ISSUES SUMMARY
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS

The South Jackson Street corridor connects
Elliott Bay to inland neighborhoods including
Pioneer Square, Chinatown-International District,
and Little Saigon. The street is built on structure
above the railroad tracks and runs below the colonnaded structure of Interstate 5. South Jackson
was dramatically reshaped as part of the Jackson Street regrade, which carved as much as
85 feet at the 12th Avenue ridge, and now has a
grade of approximately five percent.
With the limited number of east-west connections,
South Jackson is a key corridor in the fabric of the
city, and will become more important over time.
The underpass at I-5 and concentration of arterials
near the stations—4th, 5th and 2nd Avenue Extension—create physical and perceptual challenges to
the continuity as a corridor.

PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT

ELLIOTT BAY

Input from the community emphasized that
people feel uncomfortable in places on South
Jackson, and identify personal safety as a major
problem. The current imbalance of accommodation for pedestrians and vehicles also detracts
from a comfortable corridor. The area below I-5
and 5th Avenue and South Jackson Street were
identified as specific problem areas.
The pedestrian environment varies along the corridor, and there is room for improvement in terms
of lighting, landscaping, amenities and activity in
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various locations. Within the distinctions of the
neighborhoods along South Jackson Street, a
stronger sense of continuity along the corridor is
desirable.
South Jackson Street would benefit by on-going
coordinated improvements to streetscape elements.
Larger scale improvements to the challenging locations will need a concerted effort on the part of the
City and other agencies, and should be prioritized
for funding.

CULTURAL CONTEXT

South Jackson Street is central to Seattle’s cultural history, welcoming generations of newcomers from around the world. The stories of these
groups and individuals infuse South Jackson
Street with historic and present-day interest. The
South Jackson Street corridor includes cultural institutions, public art, galleries and historic
architecture.
South Jackson Street is a unique opportunity to
bring to life the stories of our past, present and
future. Creating a visible layer of community-based
storytelling would enrich the corridor for its visitors
and residents.

LAND USE

Much of the Pioneer Square and Chinatown-International District neighborhood is built out along
South Jackson Street, but new development in
Little Saigon is already in the design phase, with
more development expected to follow. The area
will also be impacted by the major new development of Yesler Terrace, and the redevelopment

of the waterfront will be a significant draw for
residents, workers and visitors.
Improvements to the streetscape will not be implemented by private sector development, except for
areas near the waterfront and the east end of the
corridor. Leadership from the public sector and the
community will be required for both near-term and
long-term improvements.

TRANSPORTATION

South Jackson Street plays an enormous role in
Seattle’s transportation network. Transit modes
include the streetcar, light rail, commuter rail,
Amtrak, local and regional buses. People using
these modes also connect to by foot to ferries at
Colman Dock.
While traffic counts show relatively modest vehicular use, large volumes of traffic cross Jackson
Street at 4th Avenue, 5th Avenue, 2nd Avenue
Extensions, 12th Avenue and Boren. Bike facilities
are currently disconnected: parts of South Jackson Street have dedicated bike lanes; King Street,
one block south, is shown as a preferred bike
route by the Seattle Bicycle Master Plan. Accessibility challenges exist on the corridor.

some landscape exists, including street trees
with planters below. This landscape varies in
terms of the health of plant materials and the level of maintenance. Maynard Green Street, which
intersects South Jackson Street, is an excellent
model for cleansing water from adjacent rooftops
through cisterns along the slope. Although the
corridor is not suitable for infiltration systems
continuous plantings can serve to support stormwater detention. Stormwater is now accommodated via a combined sewer.
South Jackson Street should be part of Seattle’s
transformation to a greener, more ecologically
functional city, building on the example of Maynard
Green Street. The community identified landscape
as a priority, but a mechanism to support maintenance for trees and landscape needs to be put in
place.

Identifying and naming the area including King
Street and Union Stations will support its recognition as a Station Hub. While the balance of transportation modes is challenging, the pedestrian
experience in the Station Hub area and along South
Jackson Street is in major need of improvement.

NATURAL SYSTEMS

The corridor is primarily impervious surface, but
7
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SUMMARY
RECOMMENDATIONS SUMMARY
BIG MOVES

1. Work to make pedestrians feel safe walking
on South Jackson Street.
2. Take pedestrian comfort and quality seriously.
3. Develop and implement a cultural plan for
South Jackson Street as a “story street”.
4. Implement sustainable stormwater solutions
with a plan for the corridor.
5. Pursue grant funding for physical improvements, prioritizing Jackson Street.
6. Address major barriers to connectivity as
identiﬁed.

STREETSCAPE DESIGN

1. Use streetscape design to increase the feeling of safety and comfort along the corridor.
a. Develop and implement a lighting plan.
b. Create safe, comfortable, and attractive
conditions along curbs.
c. Improve street crossings and areas of
refuge.
d. Codify streetscape design guidelines in
this report and related reports into street
concept plans that focus on South Jackson
as a corridor.
e. Provide street furnishings necessary to a
comfortable pedestrian environment.
f. Highlight views to the waterfront in
streetscape design.
2. Provide elements of consistency in the South
Jackson streetscape.
3. Design the streetscape to support local businesses.
a. Create designs for street retail elements
that would provide some consistency to the
street/district.
b. Make it easier for retailers to add attractive sidewalk displays and landscape in the
right-of-way.

8

ADJACENCIES

1. Improve open spaces along Jackson as extensions of street life.
2. Highlight the north-south connections, especially at alleys.
3. Encourage and support small, locally owned
businesses.
4. With new development, ensure pedestrian
interest at the street, with facade transparency
and attention to scale and detail.
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SUMMARY
CULTURAL CONNECTIONS

1. Create a plan to make South Jackson a “story
street’, working with local cultural institutions
and the broader community, and building on
existing programs such as Trail to Treasure.
2. Create memorials to the Chinese Expulsion
and the Native American presence at the waterfront.
3. Draw on strategies from the Waterfront
Program Wayﬁnding Plan to make cultural
assets visible, and to connect the corridor to the
waterfront.

MECHANISMS

1. Create a mechanism for maintenance of the
streetscape, including trees and plantings.
2. Support street vending and existing businesses.
3. Develop Street Concept Plans.
4. Revamp the Storefront Assistance Program.
5. Advocate for solutions to issues regardingpublic safety and homelessness.
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II. CONTEXT &
EXISTING CONDITIONS

CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS
OVERVIEW
South Jackson Street plays many important
roles--transportation corridor, neighborhood connection, business district, and cultural corridor. In
its current state, these roles are compromised by
problematic localized conditions that feel unsafe
and uncomfortable.
The role of the pedestrian throughout the corridor needs to be elevated, with particular attention to the problem locations in the Station Hub
and near the I-5 underpass.The community input
clearly identified safety and comfort as priorities
for the corridor. The problem locations identified
in the mapping exercise are priorities, discussed
specifically in this section.
The South Jackson Street Concept covers the
length of the corridor, from the Elliott Bay waterfront through Pioneer Square, Chinatown-International District and LIttle Saigon. The goal of
the overall street concept is to improve the entire
corridor for pedestrians and the businesses that
bring life to the street, while supporting the individual character of each neighborhood.
One of the concepts that unites the length of
South Jackson is the Story Street. These histories include those of Native people who fought
to hold onto their indigenous lands before being
pushed out by white settlers. Federal laws kept
Chinese, then Japanese, then Filipinos from
coming. This report recommends developing an
art plan for a creative and coordinated approach

to telling the many fascinating stories of the land,
people and cultures related to South Jackson
Street.
The Zones section considers each of the neighborhoods along South Jackson and their particular needs and opportunities. Also included in the
Zones are the Station Hub and the area below I-5.

RELATED PROJECTS
The outreach process began with a review of
relevant documents and plans, with the intent of
building on past work and community sentiment,
and coordinating with current efforts.
• Central Waterfront Plan
• Pioneer Square Street Concept Plans
• Pioneer Square Parks and Gateways Plan
• LIvable South Downtown Planning Study
• Little Saigon Action Plan 2020
• Asian Plaza, EDG Package
• Placemaking Little Saigon (UW)
• Little Saigon Streetscape Concept Plan
Scope Summary
• Center City Urban Design
• Multi-modal Hub King Street Station Plan
• One Center City Plan
• Alley Network Project
• Trail to Treasure
• Pioneer Square 2020
• Walking Audits
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CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS

MAJOR PROJECTS MAP
MAJOR PROJECTS

SIHB EXTENSION
SIHB扩展 SIHB SỰ MỞ RỘNG
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LIHI OWNED PROPERTY
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CHINESE SOUTHERN BAPTIST CHURCH
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CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Vending along the street fits within the historical character of the Jackson Street corridor
as shown above between Tenth and Twelfth on Jackson Street (flower stands in the sidewalk) in 1950 and below (newspaper vending) at 12th & Jackson in 1946.

Public amenities including drinking fountains as shown
above are part of the historic character of the districts.
7th and Jackson, Mar 27, 1911

[Courtesy of Seattle Municipal Archives Photograph Collection, Items 42275 & 40560]

[Courtesy of Seattle Municipal Archives Photograph
Collection, Item 52097]
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT
From the waterfront to Pioneer Square, through
Japantown, Chinatown and Little Saigon, past
Rainier Avenue and into the Central Area, a walk
along Jackson Street carries you through progressive periods in Seattle’s history and immerses you in many cultures.
Its stories reach back to time immemorial.
Ancestors of the Duwamish, Muckleshoot and
Suquamish established their winter village here, a
strong base with ample access to the expansive
shoreline and tide flats.
Newcomers brought their labor, ingenuity and
entrepreneurship to build streets, raise buildings,
and open restaurants, stores and hotels. They
came in overlapping waves. European immigrants came hot to join the Alaskan Gold Rush
or harvest and process troves of lumber in Puget
Sound forests. Chinese immigrants were recruited as laborers, and some rose up as independent
businessmen to service the many needs of a
growing Seattle. Japanese immigrants brought
families and built homes and businesses of their
own. African Americans followed the trains to Seattle, the major railroad terminus for the region.
Filipino nationals eventually followed, coming
from the fields of California and Eastern Washington on their way to Alaska for the salmon canning season. Beginning in the 1970’s Vietnamese
refugees began to breathe new life into declining
business areas and established new community
strongholds.

With immediate connections to water and rail, it
is no surprise that many people came through
Jackson Street and established lives around this
central thoroughfare. David S. “Doc” Maynard
named the streets in his plat after Democratic
political leaders—U.S. President Andrew Jackson
(1829-1837) in the case of South Jackson Street.
Its stories celebrate a progressive spirit of optimism and hope.
Not surprisingly, however, for many, its stories
also are ones of struggle and resistance. Native people fought to hold onto their indigenous
lands before being pushed out by white settlers.
Federal laws kept Chinese, then Japanese, then
Filipinos from coming. Chinese Americans were
forcibly removed in Seattle’s 1886 anti-Chinese
riots. Japanese Americans were rounded up and
incarcerated in U.S. concentration camps during
World War II. After the war, Jackson Street from
Alaskan Way to Rainier Avenue (though excluding the train stations) was designated “out of
bounds” for soldiers from the Army Air Corps
base at Paine Field in Everett, contributing to
efforts to close nightclubs in the area. People of
color were legally discriminated against when
renting or selling homes in Seattle until 1968,
resulting in high concentrations of communities
of color all along South Jackson Street.
Whether celebratory or heart wrenching, these
are the real life stories of the people of Seattle.
These are the stories of South Jackson Street.

Survey of Jackson Street c.1870
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CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS

TIMELINE OF SIGNIFICANT MILESTONES
PRE-

PreAncestors of the Duwamish, Muckleshoot and
Suquamish established
winter village called
Sdzidzilalitch,
translated as “Little
Crossing-Over Place”

1850

1851
First non-Native
settlers arrived

1882
U.S. Chinese Exclusion
Act
1886
Seattle Anti-Chinese
Riots and Chinese
Expulsion
1889
Washington State Alien
Land Laws
1889
Great Seattle Fire
1897
Steamship Portland
arrived in Seattle from
St. Michael, Alaska,
carrying 68 prospectors and according to
newspapers “a ton of
gold”
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1900
1907
Japan and the U.S.
established the Gentlemen’s Agreement:
Japan agreed not to
issue passports to
laborers and the U.S.
agreed not to formally
limit Japanese immigration

1910
1910
City completed its
gigantic re-grading
project

1920
1924
Immigration Act
excluded Japanese
from immigrating to
the U.S.
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CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS
1930
1934
Tydings-McDuffie
Act changed the
status of Filipinos from
“nationals” to “aliens”
and restricted their
immigration to the U.S.
1934
National Housing
Act established the
Federal Housing
Authority, which
contracted with the
Home Owners Loan
Corporation to provide
lending institutions
with “security maps”
that included detailed
boundaries marking
in red the “ethnic
neighborhoods” of 239
American cities

1940
1941
Yesler Terrace housing
project completed
1941
Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbor on
December 7th and the
U.S. entered World
War II
1942
President Franklin
D. Roosevelt signed
Executive Order 9066;
120,000 West Coast
ethnic Japanese –
nearly a third of whom
are second or third
generation Japanese
Americans – were
forcibly removed, first
into temporary centers
and then to more
permanent concentration camps
1943
Magnuson Act
repealed the Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882
but set a quota of
only 105 individuals
per year for Chinese
immigration to the
United States

1950
1945
Japanese Americans
began leaving concentration camps; anti-Japanese sentiment
still ran high among
white populations in
many places; some
families were able to
return to their land and
businesses
1946
A multicultural assembly of individuals and
organizations formed
the Jackson Street
Community Council to
strengthen business
and community life
along Jackson Street;
the Council stayed
together for over 20
years until 1967

1952
Immigration and
Nationality Act
(McCarran-Walter Act)
did away with previous
racial restrictions
on immigration and
bolstered the quota
system
1957
First part of Seattle
Freeway (I-5) route
received federal
funding

1960
1965
Immigration and
Nationality Act resulted
in sweeping immigration reform, classifying
immigrants by nation
of origin rather than
ethnic origins

1970
1975
U.S. pulled out of
Saigon, ending participation in U.S.-Vietnam
War; a wave of
Vietnamese refugees
began to enter the U.S.

1966
Washington State Alien
Land Law changed
1967
Last section of I-5
completed
1968
Seattle’s Open Housing
ordinance banned
racial discrimination in
housing

1947
War Brides Act allowed
wives of Chinese
servicemen to enter
the United States on a
non-quota basis
17
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CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS
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Looking west on Jackson from near 9th Avenue ca. 1888. This part of the ridge was lowered nearly 90 feet during the regrade 1907-1908. Image
Source: Paul Dorpat
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CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS
PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
TOPOGRAPHY

The topography along the corridor was drastically changed from native conditions. In Pioneer
Square, places that were once water are now
land; the hill was regraded, lowered nearly 90 feet
at the east end of the segment, and disconnected from Beacon Hill.
The transformation of the land is one of the stories
that can be told along South Jackson Street. Near
the station, the low grade of the track level is visible
from the created grade of the Station Area intersection, through the openings to the tracks below.

LAND USE

Much of the Pioneer Square and Chinatown/ID
neighborhood is built out along South Jackson
Street, but new development is expected in Little
Saigon. The area will also be impacted by the
major new development of Yesler Terrace.
The redevelopment of the waterfront will be
a significant draw for residents, workers and
visitors, which will increase the need for South
Jackson to be a strong pedestrian corridor.
There are important open spaces off of Jackson
along the length of the corridor; emphasizing
them will help South Jackson Street immensely.
These include Occidental Mall, King Street Station Plaza, Union Square Plaza, and the undeveloped park property on the south side of the Little
Saigon streetcar stop.
Photographed (or dated) on Oct. 30, 1908 for Lewis and Wiley, the primary contractors for the Jackson Street
Regrade. Weller Street is far right. Source: Paul Dorpat
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CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS
New development cannot be relied on to implement physical improvements for most of the South
Jackson corridor, so other approaches and funds
must be found for successful implementation to
occur. Even so, South Jackson Street will be increasingly heavily used because of regional growth,
expanding transit use, improvements to the waterfront and development of Yesler Terrace and Little
Saigon.

MOBILITY

South Jackson Street plays an enormous role in
Seattle’s transportation network. Transit modes
include the streetcar, light rail, commuter rail,
Amtrak, local and regional buses. People using
these modes also connect to water transit at
Colman Dock.
The usage of most of these transit systems is
expected to grow as the population of the region
increases, and as transit ridership increases,
especially with the expansion of the light rail system. On-street buses might be reduced as riders
are shifted to light rail and the streetcar.
Jackson Street is a critical pedestrian street in
terms of connecting people using transit to the
surrounding area and to other modes of transportation. It is a primary connector between
neighborhoods and the waterfront, because it
is one of the few streets in Seattle that connect
both across the train tracks to the water, and
below the freeway to the neighborhoods to the
east.
20

While traffic counts show relatively modest
vehicular use on South Jackson Street, especially
on the west end, traffic volumes may grow after
removal of the Alaskan Way Viaduct. Large volumes of traffic cross South Jackson Street at 4th
Avenue, 5th Avenue, 2nd Avenue Extension, 12th
Avenue and Boren.
Parts of South Jackson have dedicated bike
lanes. In the Seattle Bicycle Master Plan, South
Jackson is shown as a Shared Street. In street,
minor separation is shown from 12th Avenue
to 20th Avenue South; protected bicycle lanes
are recommended on South Jackson east of
20th. King Street, one block south of Jackson, is
recommended to be a Neighborhood Greenway,
connecting to protected bicycle lanes on 5th
Avenue.
South Jackson Street is a key entry point and connection for many transportation modes, with high
demand on the space within the right-of-way. The
Station Hub should be prioritized for improvements
as a high quality, comfortable pedestrian environment.

PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT

From community input, personal safety is a major barrier to people comfortably using the street.
The area below Interstate 5 and 5th and Jackson
were identified as specific problem areas.
The level of vehicular activity, the speed of
traffic in some places, and the difficulty crossing
high-volume arterials also makes pedestrians
feel uncomfortable. Pedestrians are often directly
adjacent to moving traffic, with no buffer of parking or landscape along the curb.
South Jackson sidewalks are typically wide
enough to accommodate pedestrian flow. However, they are narrowest in Pioneer Square, where
events bring thousands of fans to the Station
Hub crossings and South Jackson Street.
The storefronts along Jackson and the cultural/
historic identification are the primary assets for
pedestrians. Materials and design along the
corridor show a variety of approaches that have
been implemented over time.
Accessibility along the corridor needs improvement, especially in terms of curb cuts.
Some pedestrian lighting exists on South Jackson; a lighting study is underway.
The pedestrian environment on South Jackson has
both long-term challenges and a variety of conditions that can be improved in the short term.

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONNECTIONS PLAN

NATURAL SYSTEMS

CONTEXT & EXISTING CONDITIONS

The corridor is primarily impervious surface, but
some landscape exists, including street trees
with planters below. In some locations, areaways
below the sidewalk prevent planting street trees.
The landscape varies in terms of the health of
plant materials and the level of maintenance.
This maintenance currently requires engagement
of adjacent property owners.
Community input indicated that people would
like a much greener corridor. The challenge, as
seen in the current condition of trees and tree
pits, is that existing landscape is not well cared
for.
Research has identified numerous benefits to
urban forestry, including quality of the pedestrian
environment, air quality, urban heat island, and
habitat. Additional planted area also has the
benefit of reducing the amount of runoff into a
combined sewer system.
Continuous planting strips with a mature tree
canopy and lower level planting is the best fit for
the corridor in conjunction with a plan for maintenance and care of the plantings.
Increased landscape and green stormwater infrastructure would be welcome additions to the
streetscape. For this to be successful, a mechanism
needs to be found for maintaining plantings in the
right-of-way.
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II. COMMUNITY
PROCESS

COMMUNITY PROCESS
OVERVIEW
The outreach methods for this project were
multilingual and available via directed tours,
individual self-guided audit maps, and online
via a mapping tool and survey. Additionally, two
public events allowed for feedback to develop
community priorities along the South Jackson
Street corridor.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
METHODS

The team used a variety of outreach methods
in order to gather input from a wide variety of
community members. Printed materials were
translated to Chinese and Vietnamese.
• Flyers
• Walking Tour/Preferences Tool
• Guided Walks
• Online Survey and Mapping
• Events
• Favorite Places and Destinations
• Places that Felt Unsafe
Flyers
Flyers were posted along the corridor with information on events and opportunities for input,
including web links to the survey.
Walking Tour Tools and Guided Walks
Maps and written materials offered community
members to provide input on favorite places,
desired destinations, and places that felt unsafe.
Walking tour maps were available at the Wing
Luke Museum, and other locations.
On-line Survey and Mapping
People were able to provide input on favorite
places, destinations and places they felt unsafe
through a web-based survey. 116 responses
were received.
Above: Multilingual printed flyers for events and walk
audits for in person feedback was paired with an
online survey to maximize community input.

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONNECTIONS PLAN

COMMUNITY PROCESS
COMMUNITY INPUT
FAVORITE PLACES AND DESTINATIONS

Through walking tours, online surveys, individual
mapping and events, respondents liked places
throughout the corridor, with a fairly even distribution. Favorite places included shops, restaurants, parks and cultural institutions.

PLACES THAT FELT UNSAFE

The uncomfortable places clustered in several
locations: underneath Interstate 5; 10th Avenue;
5th and Jackson to 2nd Avenue Extension (the
Station Hub).

PREFERENCES ON APPROACH TO THE
MEMORIAL

Using a variety of images gathered with the Memorial committee, people offered input on design
approaches for the Memorial to the Chinese
Expulsion. The integrated approach used in the
Bainbridge Island Japanese American Memorial received the most interest, but nearly all
approaches were considered favorable. A more
abstract sculpture was considered the least
desirable.

PREFERENCES ON STREETSCAPE
ELEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES

Possible streetscape elements ranged from landscape, seating, play, vending and bike facilities to
art and performances. All suggestions received a
majority approval; landscaping and green stormwater ranked high, as well as performances and
activities.
24
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COMMUNITY
EVENTS

COMMUNITY PROCESS

Community feedback was captured
using paper walk audit tools, boards,
and engaging activities.
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PUBLIC INPUT

COMMUNITY PROCESS
PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION

PUBLIC REALM
SURVEY RESULTS

PROJECT
IMPLEMENTATION

In addition to qualitative narrative feedback from
the community collected via in person interviews,
public meetings, and online, information was also
collected via maps and preference surveys. The
results indicated a preference for increased vegetation and plantings, as well as activation either
cultural or through interactive features.

MAPPING DESTINATIONS & CONCERNS

SAFE &
UNSAFE
TARGETING HISTORIES TO REVEAL

(NON-GOVERNMENTAL)

SOUTH JACKSON
STREET CONNECTIONS
REPORT

(THIS DOCUMENT)

(PUBLIC)

The mapping exercises highlighted areas of primary community concern regarding safety, with
clear indication that the I-5 underpass as well as
the intersection of 2nd. Avenue Extension South
are areas that merit targeted solutions to public
safety issues.

PRIORITIZING PUBLIC AMENTINITIES

SOUTH JACKSON ST.
CONCEPT PLAN
(SDOT)

ADDITIONAL
COMMUNITY
OUTREACH & INPUT
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Preferences for highlighting particular historical
and cultural sites along South Jackson Street
were ranked by community members for inclusion in the implementation of a ‘Story Street’
along the corridor.
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COMMUNITY PROCESS
1

4

8

81.9%

86.2%
PLANTINGS

2

71.6%
STORMWATER
INFRASTRUCTURE

5

FIXED SEATING

7

80%

84.8%
MUSIC
PERFORMANCE

3

68.8%
BICYLCLE PARKING

6

9

76.8%

82.8%
INTERACTIVE ART &
PLAY

FOOD TRUCKS

54.4%
MOVEABLE
SEATING

SCULPTURAL ART

我喜欢
TÔI THÍCH ĐIỀU NÀY
I LIKE IT
我不喜欢
TÔI KHÔNG THÍCH ĐIỀU NÀY
I DISLIKE IT
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Dương Sờ 2 Nam

Dương Sờ 4 Nam

第二大道南

Dương Sờ Occidental Nam
西方大道南

Dương Sờ 1 Nam
第一大道南

南阿拉斯加的方式

延

南

道

大

二

第
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Nam Dương Main

tS

FAVORITE PLACE
最喜欢的地方 YÊU THÍCH

南大街

Ex

第四大道南
4th Ave S

Nam Dương King

2nd Ave S

1st Ave S
S King St 南景街

Occidental Ave S

S Jackson St 南杰克逊大街 Nam Dương Jackson
Alaskan Way S

FEELS UNSAFE
感到不安全 NGUY HIỂM

S Main St

e
Av

DESIRED DESTINATION
希望的目的地 ĐÍCH MONG MUỐN

Nam Dương Washington

d

WALK AUDITS

S Washington St 南华盛顿街

2n

Dương Sờ Alaskan Nam

WALK AUDIT MAP RESULTS
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Nam Dương Jackson

Landmark
Project
Preferred Site
S King St 南景街

Sierra
Public
School

Little Saigon Park

南杰克逊大街

Dương Sờ 12 Nam

Asian Plaza
Redevelopment

Nam Dương Main

第十二大道南

10th &
Jackson
Project

南大街

12th Ave S

第八大道南
8th Ave S

第七大道南

S Jackson St

City Light Transmissions LIne
10th Ave S 第十大道南 Dương Sờ 10 Hillclimb
Nam

Dương Sờ 7 Nam

S Main St

7th Ave S

6th Ave S 第六大道南

5th Ave S

4th Ave S

第四大道南

Nam Dương Jackson

Maynard Ave S 梅纳德大道南 Dương Sờ Maynard Nam

Dương Sờ 6 Nam

第五大道南 Dương Sờ 5 Nam

Dương Sờ 4 Nam

Yesler Terrace
Redevelopment

LIHI

Nam Dương King

Seattle Indian
Health Board
Facility
Expansion
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WASHINGTON LANDINGS 海岸南区 CHO HÀNH KHÁCH XUỐNG WASHINGTON

2

SCHWABACHER WAREHOUSE ANNEX 施瓦巴赫公司附属仓库 PHỤ LỤC KHO SCHWABACHER
WESTERN DRY GOODS 西方杂物干货店 HÀNG KHÔ TÂY

FAVORITE SOUTH JACKSON STREET STORIES RESULTS
3

CADILLAC HOTEL 凯迪拉克酒店 KHÁCH SẠN CADILLAC

KING ST. PASSENGER STATION 国王街乘客车站 NHÀ GA KING

6

UNION STATION 联盟车站 NHÀ GA UNION
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（
10美分店，千原（CHIHARA
（
珠宝） XÂY DỰNG JACKSON

8

BUSH HOTEL 布什酒店 KHÁCH SẠN BUSH
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S Washington St 南华盛顿街
BUSH HOTEL 布什酒店 KHÁCH SẠN BUSH

9

CHICK’S ICE CREAMERY 齐克思（CHICK’S
（
冰淇淋店 XƯỞNG LÀM BƠ BĂNG CHICK’S

9
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19
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2nd Ave S
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3
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4
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CHERRY LAND FLORISTS 樱桃地（CHERRY LAND
（
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PHO BAC 越南风味 PHO BAC
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西方大道南

13
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12

S Main St
HANKOW CAFE 汉口咖啡厅 HÁN KHẨU CAFE

Ex

TAIHEIYO SWEATER CO. 太平洋毛衣公司 CÔNG TY TAIHEIYO ÁO LEN
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11
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RAINIER NHIỆT VÀ NĂNG LƯỢNG / CỦA NAI SỪNG TẤM MÀU ĐEN

Nam Dương Main

JACKSON STREET COMMUNITY COUNCIL 杰克逊街 社区委员会 HỘI ĐỒNG CỘNG ĐỒNG ĐƯỜNG JACKSON
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南大街

HANKOW CAFE 汉口咖啡厅 HÁN KHẨU CAFE
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Dương Sờ Occidental Nam

13
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Nam Dương Washington 1 2

CHICK’S ICE CREAMERY 齐克思（CHICK’S
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Dương Sờ 2 Nam

WASHINGTON LANDINGS 海岸南区 CHO HÀNH KHÁCH XUỐNG WASHINGTON

Dương Sờ Alaskan Nam

1

S King St 南景街
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5

KING ST. PASSENGER STATION 国王街乘客车站 NHÀ GA KING

6

UNION STATION 联盟车站 NHÀ GA UNION

WESTERN DRY GOODS 西方杂物干货店 HÀNG KHÔ TÂY

7

JACKSON BUILDING (JACKSON LOAN OFFICE, HIGO TEN CENT STORE, CHIHARA JEWELRY)
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10美分店，千原（CHIHARA
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珠宝） XÂY DỰNG JACKSON
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CADILLAC HOTEL 凯迪拉克酒店 KHÁCH SẠN CADILLAC
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BUSH HOTEL 布什酒店 KHÁCH SẠN BUSH
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冰淇淋店 XƯỞNG LÀM BƠ BĂNG CHICK’S
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WASHINGTON LANDINGS 海岸南区 CHO HÀNH KHÁCH XUỐNG WASHINGTON

2

SCHWABACHER WAREHOUSE ANNEX 施瓦巴赫公司附属仓库 PHỤ LỤC KHO SCHWABACHER

3
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SELECT LOCATIONS

Based on community input, these selected locations along Jackson Street can serve as anchors
for its many stories:

1

Washington Landings
Waterfront, Alaskan Way and Washington
Street
Ancestors of the Duwamish, Muckleshoot and
Suquamish established their winter village called
Sdzidzilalitch, translated as “Little Crossing-Over
Place,” at today’s Pioneer Square. When non-Native settlers, arriving en masse in the 1850s,
destroyed their villages along Elliott Bay, they
held onto a space on Ballast Island at the foot of
Washington Street until the 1890s.
Washington Landings carries heavy significance
among the Chinese American community as the
site of the 1886 Chinese Expulsion. Following
a wave of anti-Chinese violence in the West, on
February 7, 1886, Seattle residents beat and
forcibly rounded up the city’s Chinese Americans,
especially from Chinatown located in today’s
Pioneer Square. They were pushed to Washington Landings and held on the steamship Queen
of the Pacific, scheduled to leave from the Ocean
Dock pier. Rioting broke out, Martial Law was
declared, and in the end, most of the Chinese
were sent away.

32

2

Schwabacher Warehouse Annex
83 S. Jackson St.
The Schwabacher Hardware Company was a
leading supplier of dry goods during the Klondike Gold Rush. Built in 1909, this warehouse lies
adjacent to the company’s main building. Along
with its neighbors, it shows the extension of the
city that occurred with rebuilding after the Great
Seattle Fire of 1889. The corner also marks the
original site of the first Seattle building using
milled lumber. The Felker House was a two-story
framed structure built by a sea captain and run
as a hotel, restaurant and brothel by Mary Conklin (aka “Mother (later Madame) Damnable”).
“Leading mercantile house in the Northwest… Dry
goods, clothing, fancy goods, hats, boots and shoes,
carpets, oilcloth, groceries, liquor, paints, oils, agricultural implements, crockery, flour, feed, shingles, doors,
windows, iron steel, wallpaper… Everything a specialty,
one price only, the largest stock of dry goods ever
brought to any interior town.” – Seattle newspaper,
1881
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3

Western Dry Goods
101 S. Jackson St.
Also known as the Heritage Building, W.C. Talbot
and Cyrus Walker purchased the lot in 1899 and
built the warehouse in 1904. Walker headed up
the Puget Mill Company (eventually the Pope
and Talbot Lumber Company), with mills opened
in Puget Sound’s Port Ludlow in 1852 and Port
Gamble in 1853 that employed S’Klallam, Kanakas (Native Hawaiian), Northern European and
Chinese immigrant laborers. Seattle-based Wa
Chong Company became an important labor
contractor for the mill. The building was owned
by Pope and Talbot until 1943.

4

Cadillac Hotel
168 S. Jackson St.
It was one of only two brick buildings on Jackson, built in 1889 right after the Great Seattle
Fire. A classic early workingman’s hotel, main
floor businesses included a bar, drugstore and
restaurants, while upper floors consisted of 5659 rooms operated by the Derig Hotel for prospectors, loggers, shipyard and railway workers,
mostly single men. Prior to World War II, the
hotel was owned and operated by Kamekichi
and Haruko Tokita. They were forced to sell their
businesses in 1942 with the forced removal and
incarceration in U.S. concentration camps of
Japanese Americans in Seattle and all along the
West Coast. The building is now the location of
the NPS Klondike Gold Rush National Historical
Park.
“That was a panicked time. There were five of us, and
Mom had to take care of all of the family. My father
was very worried about the business, and he was trying
to sell [it].” – Shokichi “Shox” Tokita

5

King Street Passenger Station
303 S. Jackson St.
Built from 1904-1906 for James J. Hill’s Great
Northern and Northern Pacific Railroads, the
station exemplifies a time of great economic
and industrial growth in Seattle. It is sited on
reclaimed tide flats filled by excavation materials
from Seattle’s then ongoing re-grading projects.
The site was chosen because of its easy connection to waterfront cargo ships. And it established
Seattle as the major railroad terminus in the
region, and was soon followed by nearby Union
Station.
“Most of our passengers [on the Blue Funnel Line for
steamships] when they come here [to Seattle], they’re
going back home [to China] to die… Maybe less than
ten percent would be coming back. Then, again, they
would come here and stay overnight before they take
the train back to wherever they came from, Midwest or
East Coast or whatever.” – James Mar
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Bishop Drugs
507 S. Jackson St.
Samuel and Alexander Bishop started Bishop
Drugs in 1937. The African American-owned
pharmacy featured the first soda fountain in the
area, continued for over 40 years, and catered
to an ethnically diverse clientele. Alexander, a civic-minded leader, was a member of the Jackson
Street Community Council and the International
Special Review District Board.

6

Union Station
Jackson Street and 4th Avenue
Built from 1910-1911 for Edward Henry Harriman’s Oregon-Washington Railway (a subsidiary
of his Union Pacific), Union Station together with
King Street Passenger Station brought a diverse
clientele to and from the city and the entire
region. Impacts on the immediate surrounding
areas include construction and operation of manufacturing and industrial warehouse buildings,
ebb and flow of Asian immigrants connecting
with community in nearby Japantown and Chinatown, rise of hotels to serve new arrivals, and
establishment of businesses and social clubs
catering to African American railroad porters.

34

7

Jackson Building
Including Jackson Loan Office (600), Higo Ten
Cents Store (602-608), Chihara Jewelry & Appliance Co. (612) 600-612 S. Jackson St.
Sanzo and wife Matsuyo Murakami constructed
the Jackson Building from 1929-1932 to be the
new home of their Higo Ten Cents Store (originally opened at 671-675 Weller St. in 1907).
They formed the Pacific Corporate Investment
Company, which enabled them to purchase the
land despite existing Alien Land Laws that barred
first generation Japanese immigrants (denied
U.S. naturalization and therefore always classified as “aliens”) from owning land. They raised
daughters Ayako “Aya” Betty, Chiyoko “Chiyo”
(namesake of Chiyo’s Garden now located along
Nihonmachi Alley adjacent to the building), and
Masako “Masa,” and son Kazuichi “Kay,” making
the Jackson Building their home.The Murakami
family was forced to close the store during World
War II with the forced removal and incarceration
of the Nikkei (Japanese American citizens and
legal resident aliens of Japanese ancestry) community. Fortunately, Julius Blumenthal and his
half-brother Maurice Zimmer, who operated

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONNECTIONS PLAN
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Chick’s Ice Creamery 625 S. Jackson St.
After World War II, Masaru “Chick” and Shigeko Uno returned to Seattle to open Chick’s Ice
Creamery in the Bush Hotel. Shigeko’s parents
owned and operated the White River Dairy at
813-815 S. Weller St. Founded in 1920, it was the
only Nikkei-owned dairy processing plant in the
United States. The family was forced to sell the
business before they were incarcerated in the
Minidoka concentration camp.

the Jackson Loan Office pawn shop and were
the only non-Japanese tenants in the Jackson
Building, agreed to watch and manage the
building for the Murakamis. By fall 1944, the
Murakami family was granted early release from
the Minidoka concentration camp and returned
to Seattle to reopen their business, eventually
renamed Higo Variety Store.
Another notable Jackson Building business
was Chihara Jewelry & Appliance Co. George
and Mary Chihara opened the store in the
1930s. They and their four children were forcibly removed and incarcerated in the Minidoka
concentration camp during World War II. After
the war, they were able to return to Seattle and
reopened the business at the same location
until 1957, when it moved to 520 S. Jackson St.
Their youngest son Paul Chihara is a renowned
composer.

8

Bush Hotel 621 S. Jackson St.
Built in 1915 by William Chappell, the Bush Hotel
(also known as the Busch Hotel) was intended
as a first-class hotel to serve passengers arriving
to the city by rail. It originally included 225 hotel
rooms, a lobby and street level storefronts. After
years of decline, it was rehabilitated in 1981 as a
new community center with low-income housing and office and retail space. Like other hotels
in the neighborhood, it’s become the home for
many elderly residents, including Filipino American laborers who migrated to the Chinatown-International District from the fields of California
and Eastern Washington on their way to Alaska
for the salmon canning season.

“We started Chick’s Ice Creamery on Jackson
Street underneath the Bush Hotel from 1947 to
1960. We sold ice cream, sandwiches and light
lunches. It was fun because people would be
coming back from wherever they were, from all
over, and they would all gather at our place… All
the time, new people would be coming in and
everybody would be so happy to see each other.”
– Shigeko Uno

In the late 1990s, the International District Dropin Center (IDIC) was located in its basement. IDIC
was started in 1972 to provide recreational activities and assistance for elderly Filipino residents
in the neighborhood and surrounding area.
“The IDIC, it’s so small… We remodeled it from whatever we make fundraising. We put a hardwood floor
so the elderly can dance… There are so many veterans, Second World War, they come here because they
became an American citizen now, and they don’t know
where to go, so I’m helping them as a volunteer.” –
Remedios Bacho
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1 0

Rainier Heat and Power Building & Black Elk’s
Club 650-662 S. Jackson St.
The Rainier Heat & Power Co. was the largest
property owner in the new Chinatown area in the
1920s. The company owned 7- 8 large pieces
of land in the district. A notable business in this
building that retained the company’s name was
the Black Elk’s Club, a center for local and national jazz musicians. The nightclub was on the
second floor. Music legend Ray Charles played
his first regular gig here. Pianist Cecil Young’s
Quartet also held a regular slot.
“Rainier Heat & Power had been a firm that was run
only by men until I started working for them in 1960…
We owned most of the buildings in the International
District. My job was to see that everything was going
all right… [They] had a great big boiler, and we furnished electricity to the International District. Lights
and all. Of course, at that time, it was just one light
in the middle of the crosswalk. Rainier Heat & Power
provided the electricity for Chinatown until they sold
out to Puget Sound. They provided steam heat all over
to the buildings, even to the buildings we didn’t own.” –
Shigeko Uno
36

Taiheiyo Sweater Company
661 S. Jackson St.
The Shiga family founded the Taiheiyo Sweater Company in the late 1920s. The family was
forced to close the business during World War II
with the forced removal and incarceration of Nikkei on the West Coast. Their sweater inventory
and equipment was stored in the Panama Hotel,
like other belongings safe-kept there for the
community during the incarceration. The Shiga
family eventually returned to Seattle and opened
Shiga’s Imports in the University District.
“They used to have big looms and they could make
sweaters for you. Everything was custom made.” –
Shigeko Uno

1 2

Hankow Café
667 S. Jackson St.
By the 1940s and 50s, the Chinatown-International District had established a reputation as
an area with excellent choices for dining. NonAsians enjoyed eating out at large, well-decorated restaurants. Some places offered live entertainment and dancing. The Hankow Café – like
other small spots in the neighborhood – provided residents and workers homey comfort and a
good meal.
“During the Depression, my dad was working at the
Hankow Café on Jackson Street and I got a job as a
waiter, working 12 hours a day for $40 a month. Not
only waiter, but janitor and window washer and delivery
boy.” – Henry Kay Lock
“Hankow was the only one that was serving American
food…” – James Mar
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Jackson Street Community Council
826 S. Jackson St.
The Jackson Street Community Council was a
remarkable multicultural assembly of community-based individuals and organizations, perhaps
the first of its kind in the city. The Council, which
operated from 1946 to 1967, worked to strengthen business and community life along Jackson
Street and together opposed the I-5 construction
route bisecting the area through an initiative
called “Operation Crossroads.” The Council’s
founders, comprising its first Board of Trustees,
included: T.A. Allasina, Lela Hall (Chairman), Robert Groves (Vice-Chairman), V.A. Velasco (Secretary-Treasurer), Mrs. Clarence Arai, Mrs. Charles
F. Clise, Dolores Davocal, Dean Hart, Lew Kay,
Merlin Paine, Stephen Pyle, Bruce Rowell, Lynn
Russell, Toru Sakahara and George Wood.
“May the members of the Jackson Street Community Council continue their forward march, working
shoulder to shoulder for the improvement and welfare
of their community, realizing that in unity there is
strength.” – Alexander Bishop, Jr. (Council President,
1950-1951).

1 4

Cherry Land Florists
905 S. Jackson St.
Tamano Kobata opened Cherry Land Florist as
a small store in the late 1920s. The business
ultimately grew to nearly one block on this South
Jackson Street location. After World War II, Doc
and Kako Shinbo were able to return to Seattle
and re-start the family business. The building
was razed with the I-5 construction. Daughter
Tomi Takano and son George Shinbo moved the
business one block east, renaming it Garland
Florist.

1 5

Viet Wah Market
1032 S. Jackson St.
In the late 1970s, Duc Tran, a Chinese refugee
from Vietnam, started Hon’s Restaurant on 5th
Avenue, the first District business owned by a
Southeast Asian refugee. He opened Viet Wah
Market as a small store on Jackson in 1981,
followed by a larger location in Little Saigon on
South Jackson Street in 1988. After, he expanded
his business into the Viet Wah Group, one of the
largest Asian grocery importers, wholesale distributors and retailers in the Pacific Northwest.
“I am the first Southeast Asian refugee who owned a
business down in the International District. I used to
own a restaurant… That was my first business. I don’t
own it anymore. I sold it and opened up the Viet Wah
Market on Jackson Street. It was small, then we grew
up step-by-step and moved to the corner. In order to
get a good price for the items in my market, I wanted to
buy in big volume so I started the V.W. Trading Company. It became a wholesale market, and we supply all
the businesses with food and other items.” – Duc Tran
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Helping Link
1032 S. Jackson St.
In 1993, Helping Link was created by a group of
working professionals to meet the needs of the
Vietnamese community by using human and
financial resources of Vietnamese professionals
themselves. Young and old, the founders created programs to assist Vietnamese immigrants
in their effort to settle in their new country,
strengthen the Vietnamese community and
promote cultural harmony.

1 6

Little Bit of Saigon
1036 S. Jackson St.
This restaurant opened as an anchor business
in the Asian Plaza, a shopping center on the
corner of 12th Avenue and Jackson Street. Other
businesses in the center, newly opened in 1985,
included: Tropical Hut (Filipino restaurant), Insta
Fish (fishing equipment specialty store), Big
Wong Restaurant (Chinese restaurant), Tran Vi
(Vietnamese delicatessen), and the office of Dr.
Chung Dang (physician). Little Bit of Saigon –
one of the earliest Vietnamese restaurants in
the city – was located where the Tamarind Tree
restaurant is today.

1 7

Black and Tan
1201 S. Jackson St.
The Black and Tan is regarded as Seattle’s “most
esteemed and longest-lived nightclub.” It started
as the Entertainers Club in 1920 by Russell “Noodles” Smith (who had other business holdings in
the neighborhood) and Jimmy Woodland, was
previously known as the Alhambra (1922), and
was known as the Black and Tan by 1932. Musicians who performed here include Reb Spikes’ So
Different Orchestra, Eubie Blake, Duke Ellington
Orchestra, Lucky Millinder, and Louis Jordan, to
name a few. Nightclubs on Jackson Street like
the Black and Tan were frequented by African
Americans, Asians and whites.
“Twelfth and Jackson belonged to Noodles Smith. He
was the ward boss. He was the biggest dude in that
part of town. You see, in those days you couldn’t open
up a nightclub unless you passed by Noodles Smith.” –
Marshal Royal, the great Count Basie alto saxophonist
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Pho Bac
1314 S. Jackson St.
Pho Bac started as Cat’s Submarine, a cold
cut American sandwich shop at the corner of
Rainer Avenue and South Jackson Street. Soon,
Vietnamese customers came, requesting the
comforts of home. In 1982, it became Pho Bac, a
landmark in Little Saigon and Seattle history as
the city’s first pho restaurant.
“We started cooking pho as a weekend special to appease the small Vietnamese population who frequent
the area for their weekend shopping at nearby oriental
markets. Within the next year, pho grew so popular
that the usual American sandwiches became obsolete
and the smell of pho wafted from the kitchen.” – www.
thephobac.com
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IV. STREET CONCEPT

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONCEPT
OVERVIEW
South Jackson Street plays many roles as a
transportation corridor and connection through
neighborhoods with distinct identities and characteristics. Its importance as a pedestrian route
and comfortable place needs to be elevated.
Community input clearly identified safety as the
primary concern, with targeted areas of concern
identified through mapping exercises as the I-5
underpass as well as the intersection of 2nd
Avenue South and South Jackson Street. These
major disconnects along the corridor are priority
projects identified by the community.
Connectivity while maintaining the distinct
character and qualities of each neighborhood
is a clear interest of the community that was
underscored in all of the community outreach
efforts. These seemingly divergent qualities can
be woven together through thoughtful selection
of materials and clear design guidance.

CONTINUITY: SAFETY & COMFORT

The desire for connectivity from Little Saigon
and Chinatown-International District to Pioneer
Square and the waterfront can be better served
through the use of consistent materials at the
ground plane, wayfinding elements, and sidewalk configurations.The development of street
concept plans that focus on South Jackson
Street as a corridor (planned to be led by SDOT)
should provide direction for the selection of materials and furnishings that create visual cues of
connectivity at the pedestrian scale.

South Jackson Street is a major entry point into
the city, and part of a key transportation hub
with national, regional, and local connections.
Consequently, universal access is critical, and
wayfinding needs to be legible, multilingual, and
consistent through the corridor.

DISTINCT ZONES

Balancing consistent ground plane materials and
wayfinding elements, the unique characteristics
and qualities of Little Saigon, Chinatown-International District, and Pioneer Square should be
evident in the pedestrian experience and sense of
place along the South Jackson Street corridor.

STORY STREET

The concept of a ‘Story Street’ allows for further
development of South Jackson Street to serve
as a legible connection between neighborhoods,
while highlighting the historical and cultural
stories that form the unique characteristics and
qualities of place that the community is eager to
protect. The elements found in the public realm
can act as holders of place based historical and
cultural information that can be accessed by
pedestrians, both tourists and locals alike. Many
projects, including Trail to Treasure, have developed ways to integrate these stories into the
urban fabric. South Jackson Street can be developed with a comprehensive strategy to utilize
similar strategies for capturing and sharing the
stories of this culturally rich place.

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONNECTIONS PLAN
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Sidewalks

CONTINUITY
ELEMENTS AND AMENITIES

• Consider designing neighborhood-specific
bike racks, landscape fencing, alley markers and benches that integrate Story Street
features.
• Provide a sufficient number of waste receptacles to help keep the corridor clean.
• Consider transit shelters that are tailored to
the South Jackson Street corridor.

STANDARD ZONES & MATERIALS
Curb Bulb with All Way raised Crosswalk

Typical Sidewalk and Crosswalk

GROUND PLANE

Paving was not identified as a priority from a
functional or aesthetic standpoint. Where construction in the right-of-way occurs, the following
is recommended:
• Follow recommendations in the Pioneer
Square Street Plans for paving and ground
plane elements in Pioneer Square.
• New paving in Little Saigon should be simple,
and similar to the Pioneer Square recommendations.
• Replace materials in the Chinatown-International District zone to match existing.

CURBS

• Use urban design elements to buffer pedestrians, especially where sidewalks are adjacent
to moving traffic.
• Create physical barriers with attractive urban
design elements where curbs are atypically
high above street level.
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Amenity zone
trash cans, bike
racks, fire hydrant,
utility boxes
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zones

SIDEWALK ZONES

Consistent sidewalk zones throughout the corridor create a seamless pedestrian experience
that is legible and allows for distinct public realm
uses that vary to meet needs of adjacent building
and street uses.

BUILDING ZONE

WALK ZONE

BUILDING EDGE

CURB ZONE

•
•
•
•

Encourage retail display
Encourage outdoor seating
Encourage ornamental landscape
Make process easier for business
owners to provide encouraged
amenities

• Encourage retail display and
unique signage; make process
easier in historic review district
• Human scale is critical in new
development
• Design for multiple entries to
smaller retail
• Consider operable windows or
openings with full openings (such
as glazed garage-style doors)
• Encourage canopies that individualize businesses

STREET CONCEPT

• Provide sufficient walking space
for pedestrians, clear from obstructions
• At accessible curb ramps, use
metal truncated domes specified
in Pioneer Square Street Concept
Plans

• Address unsafe curb conditions
with attractive physical barriers
• Ensure all ramps are accessible
• Make best use of the curb zone
with uses appropriate to the
specific location, such as vending,
seating, landscape or stormwater
infrastructure
• Add Green Stormwater Infrastructure where possible, and advocate
for GSI with new development
• Encourage outdoor seating and
outdoor display/vending where
appropriate
• Make outdoor display and vending
attractive and easier to permit
• Ensure clear sight lines at pedesBUILDING
trian crossings

EDGE

10
BUILDING

ZONE

WALK
ZONE

CURB
ZONE
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PLANTINGS & TREE CANOPY

• Continuous planting strips with a mature tree canopy
and lower level planting are recommended for the corridor where possible.
• Prune and maintain existing street trees, add trees to
fill out gaps in tree canopy.
• Replace dead and dying trees.
• Increase the amount and quality of landscaped space
on the corridor.
• Select trees from the City’s approved tree list, using options with a connection to Asia in the Chinatown-International District, and those appropriate for conditions
where overhead wires exist.
• Consider designing neighborhood-specific protective
low fencing around tree pits.
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LIGHTING

• Continue neighborhood-distinct lighting, with
the existing fixtures in Pioneer Square, Chinatown-International District and Little Saigon.
• Use prominence of pedestrian lighting, spacing and light level as elements of continuity on
the corridor.
• Add pedestrian lighting where it does not
currently exist.
• Pay particular attention to lighting in areas
identified as uncomfortable: below I-5; 10th
Avenue South; 5th and South Jackson; and
the Station Hub.

STREET CROSSINGS

STREET CONCEPT

• Prioritize pedestrians to the extent possible to
minimize crossing distance and wait time at
lights.
• Consider street intersection art as an element
of continuity along the corridor. The proposed
intersection art draws on themes used with
the streetcar; these themes could provide
some continuity in the art with variants for the
specific locations.
• Curb cuts should be added and properly
placed to guarantee safe usage and access.
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SIDEWALK RETAIL DISPLAY

Retail display gives Chinatown-International
District distinction as a neighborhood, activates
the street and supports the local businesses.
The City should encourage retail display on sidewalks, minimizing bureaucratic hurdles and fees,
and providing assistance where possible.
One way of supporting street display would be
to have low cost, pre-approved display furnishings. The University of Washington Department
of Landscape Architecture has focused on Little
Saigon and Chinatown-International District in a
number of design studios. One studio included
Typical Sidewalk (more than 8’ wide)
design of vending furniture, and one of these designs has been built for the florist on King Street.

Typical
TypicalSidewalk
Sidewalk(more
(morethan
than8’8’wide)
wide

Storefront improvements could be encouraged
by a simpler process for low-cost loans or
grants. The current program has requirements,
due to the funding source, that are problematic
for small businesses.

MIN 5’ MIN

5’ MIN

DING
NDED ON
KS OF 15’
MUM

5’ MIN 5’ MIN

VENDING
RECOMMENDED ON
SIDEWALKS OF 15’
MINIMUM
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Typical Sidewalk (8’ wide or less)

5’ MIN

5’ MIN 5’ MIN

VENDING
RECOMMENDED ON
SIDEWALKS OF 15’
MINIMUM

5’ MIN
5’ MIN 5’ MIN
5’ MIN5’ MIN
5’ MIN

5’ MIN
5’ MIN 5’ MIN
5’ MIN5’ MIN
5’ MIN

VENDING
VENDING
RECOMMENDED
RECOMMENDED
ONON
SIDEWALKS
SIDEWALKS
OFOF
15’15’
MINIMUM
MINIMUM

VENDING
VENDING
RECOMMENDED
RECOMMENDED
ONON
SIDEWALKS
SIDEWALKS
OFOF
15’15’
MINIMUM
MINIMUM

Typical
TypicalSidewalk
Sidewalk(8’
(8’wide
wideororless)
less)
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STORMWATER

STREET CONCEPT

Maynard Avenue Green Street has set an excellent example of incorporating an elegant
and artistic approach to storm water in the
area. Water from the adjacent roof is channeled
through cisterns; landscape and art tiles with
photographs of old Nihonmachi are incorporated
into the streetscape.
Although the soils along the corridor do not
support infiltration, there are still opportunities
to use continuous planting strips with a mature
tree canopy and lower level planting to slow and
detain water. Additionally, water can be revealed
and celebrated along the corridor similar to the
Maynard Avenue cisterns.
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STORY STREET
EXISTING CONTEXT

The South Jackson Street corridor is rich in public art and cultural institutions. The Klondike Gold
Rush National Historic Park is along Jackson
Street at 2nd Avenue South in Pioneer Square
(both National Park Service Sites), and the Wing
Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American
Experience is one block off of Jackson in the
Chinatown-International District. Its previous
location, on 7th Street, is now occupied by the
Theatre Off Jackson.
Public art along South Jackson Street has been
put in place by 4Culture (King County), City of
Seattle’s Permanent Art Collection, the First Hill
Streetcar, Sound Transit, Metro, and the Chinatown-ID Business Improvement Area (BIA).
While the public art on the corridor is appreciated, the community input noted that there is
a lack of consistency. Cohesive thinking along
South Jackson Street and stronger elements of
continuity would benefit the corridor overall, as
well as the individual—current and future—works
of art.
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STORY STREET CONCEPT
South Jackson Street is rich with stories. The
experiences of people from many backgrounds
that lived in this region and those that arrived
from around the world begin with their arrival at
the waterfront, and continue in the early neighborhoods of Seattle. With the opening of King
Street Station in 1906 and Union Station in 1911,
newcomers arrived by rail. Bringing the fascinating and invisible stories of Pioneer Square and
Chinatown-International District to life deepens
the meaning of this place and our own time. Using South Jackson Street to link the many places
of interest and cultural institutions is a compelling concept. The Story Street would need to be
coordinated with the efforts of the Waterfront,
Trails to Treasure, the Klondike Museum and the
Wing Luke Museum.

WAYS TO TELL STORIES

Many creative approaches have been used to
convey, commemorate and celebrate histories,
events and cultural values. Some are simple
plaques, some tell longer stories, such as Trail
to Treasure. Sculptures and other art can not
only tell a story, but evoke emotions of powerful
stories. Technologies offer newer approaches
to storytelling, including incorporating mobile
phones, film projections, and sound installations.

VISUAL OPPORTUNITIES

Most people think first of visual opportunities for
art and storytelling. Sculptures, murals, plaques
and waysides are common and successful approaches to visually conveying information and
cultural expression. Visual opportunities can be
mixed with written word approaches, mapping,
lighting and film.

DIGITAL OPPORTUNITIES

The use of digital technology has opened up new
avenues of sharing information via smart phones
and the web. This format allows for updating of
information and layering of multiple narratives at
a single site.

STREET CONCEPT
SOUND OPPORTUNITIES

Use of sound is less common, but powerful. The
technology associated with sound art and spoken word has been dramatically improving, and
offers opportunities that can be explored on their
own, or as part of a mix of media. Ethan Rose, of
Parallel, offered the following insight on sound
as a medium for storytelling specific to South
Jackson Street:
Sound can articulate meaning by revealing the
identity of a site in profound and visceral ways.
Placing outdoor speakers at a number of locations along the blocks of Jackson Street, sonic
content will uniquely connect this location to its
historical past. Speakers located at meaningful
positions down the street could play back the
sounds of water, old transportation systems,
and other period sounds. Unique sound points
could demarcate the original landscape and its
changes over time. At public transport locations,
a single line of a story relating to the area could
be played to a captive audience, connected to
the arrival times, engaging people at a meaningful moment with an unfolding story. The stories
would also available online, so that listeners can
access it on their own time.

PERFORMANCE OPPORTUNITIES

Music, dance and drama are exciting ways to tell
stories and to celebrate. Physical infrastructure,
such as lighting or power, can also make some
kinds of performances possible. An issue that
may limit some types of performance on South
Jackson Street corridor is the level of ambient
noise.
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STORY STREET EXISTING ELEMENTS
KEY EXISTING ART & CULTURAL PLACES & ELEMENTS
KILLER WHALE, BEAR, TSONGUA SUN AND RAVEN
OCCIDENTAL PARK
SEATTLE FALLEN FIREFIGHTERS
RAIN FOREST GATES
THE PLAZA AT KING STREET CENTER
UNION SQUARE PLAZA
KING STREET STATION
DRAGONS ON LAMPOSTS
CHONG WA GATE

MAYNARD CISTERNS
DANNY WOO COMMUNITY GARDEN
HEAVEN, MAN, AND EARTH
I-5 FREEWAY PILLARS
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STORY STREET ELEMENT PRECEDENTS
Story street examples
were selected to represent
a wide range of types of
implementation methods.
As a whole, they reflect
innovative small to large
scale formats for realizing
the community desire for
history and culture to be
represented within the
public realm.
It is recommended to
develop a clear shared
strategy across the neighborhoods that can be
implemented in a process
that ties together unique
elements into a cohesive,
legible whole. Although
diversity of stories is a primary goal, it is also essential to have clarity for users
to access and engage
with the information in a
meaningful way that does
not add to the visual and
physical ‘clutter’ within the
public realm.
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The Seattle Waterfront
Wayfinding program
envisions a modular “kit
of parts” that can both tell
stories and help people
find their way to destinations. This illustration
shows a “Stack” with
content that could include
history and other kinds
of information. South
Jackson Street could continue this approach as an
element of continuity with
the neighborhood and the
waterfront.

The Ports of Call project
in London created artwork
and historic interpretation
with members of the communities around the Royal
Docks. The closure of the
docks, once the busiest in
the world, left stories that
were hidden and difficult
to find. The project used
online maps, public art
and audio trails to involve
residents to discover more
about their surroundings,
and for visitors to gain an
understanding of the city’s
history.

One interesting audience is the large number
of transit riders on the
Jackson Street corridor. It
would be relatively easy to
install small speakers with
targeted range that could
be activated by people
waiting for the streetcar
or buses. Imagine a serial
installment for commuters
that could look forward to
the wait for the streetcar!

Woodland Park Zoo, in the
1960’s, used this delightful key to unlock “Talking
Storybooks” for messages
about the animals at the
zoo.

Krzysztof Wodiczko uses
illumination in surprising
juxtapositions of objects in
the environment with profound stories. The image
above is Abraham Lincoln:
The War Veteran Project,
where conversations with
war veterans were projected with sound and light on
a statue of Lincoln.
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STREET CONCEPT
STORY STREET ELEMENT PRECEDENTS

Chinese dissident poet
Huang Xiang served twelve
years in prison for his
writings. In exile in the U.S.
since 1997, he became the
first writer in Pittsburgh’s
City of Asylum residency program. He covered
his residency house with
calligraphies of his poetry,
celebrating his new ability
to share his writing. The
image above, House
Poem, is beautiful in itself.
There is a deeper level of
meaning for those who are
able to read the Chinese
writing.

Wall plaques are classic
conveyors of historic information. They have a sense
of dignity that remains
powerful even in the digital
age. The sign above is
from one of Seattle’s early
realtors, Henry Broderick,
who wrote compelling stories of Seattle in the early
part of the 20th century.

Murals can be engaging
where large black walls detract from the urban fabric.
They are by nature often
temporary in nature, but
can depict places, cultures
and stories in a dramatic
way.

Stolpersteine are small
brass plaques that have
been placed at the location of each victim’s last
known home. Stolpersteine, which is literally
translated as “stumbling
stones”, were started as
an art project by Gunter
Demnig, a Cologne-based
artist, in 1994. The stones
include names, year of
birth, dates of deportation
and death, if known.

The City of Philadelphia’s
Mural Arts Program invites
people to “explore the
world’s largest outdoor
art gallery”. This program,
begun in 1984 to reduce
graffiti, works with a wide
range of community and
institutional partners. They
have completed thousands
of murals throughout the
city. Many options are
available to explore the
murals and the stories
of the city that they tell.
Guided walking tours and
materials for self-guided
tours are available; the
program has used podcasts and cell phone tours
to connect viewers with a
deeper level of information
on the stories depicted by
the murals.

The Itinerant Museum of
Art has created a Living Art
Collection, exhibiting the
work of famous artists on
human bodies walking in
pubic space, with the mission of inspiring, educating
and democratizing art. The
idea of sending real people
out into the community
is intriguing, and could be
done in many ways.
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DISTINCT ZONES
Public outreach through targeted discussions
as well as in general survey results indicated a
strong preference for maintaining distinct and
unique qualities that define the neighborhoods
along the South Jackson Street corridor.

1

There are key elements that can support and
highlight existing differentiations between Pioneer Square, the Station Hub, Chinatown-International District, and Little Saigon including stormwater infrastructure, sidewalk retail display to
support vending activities, as well as variations
of elements that are ‘of a family’ yet unique to the
immediate location of their placement.
Some opportunities for a variation on a theme
include planting palettes and trees, painted street
crossings, ‘Story Street’ elements, street furnishings, and pedestrian lighting.
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1 PIONEER SQUARE

2 STATION HUB

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONNECTIONS PLAN

STREET CONCEPT

2

3

3 CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT

4

4 LITTLE SAIGON
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DISTINCT ZONES: PIONEER SQUARE

PIONEER SQUARE

ZONE RECOMMENDATIONS

PIONEER SQUARE: EXISTING TYPICAL SECTION

SOUTH JACKSON - TYP 1

• Enact Pioneer Square Public Street Concept
Plan recommendations for South Jackson
Street.
• Encourage landscape at curb edge per the
Pioneer Square Street Concept Plan.
• Encourage sidewalk cafes.
• Highlight alley entries.
• Fix dangerous curb conditions.

ADJACENT OPEN SPACES:
WATERFRONT

• Work with Office of the Waterfront on the
siting, installation, and maintenance of the
Memorial to the Chinese Expulsion.
• Coordinate with the Office of the Waterfront
on priorities and improvements to South
Jackson Street to reinforce connections to the
redesigned waterfront, approaches to art and
cultural expression, and wayfinding.

concept design

12’

10’

11’

10’

11’

12’

ADJACENT OPEN SPACES:
OCCIDENTAL MALL, OCCIDENTAL
PARK

• Prioritize pedestrians where Occidental crosses South Jackson, timing the light to favor
walking and minimizing traffic signage
• Consider intersection treatment that would be
coordinated corridor-wide.
• Enact recommendations of the Parks and
Gateways Plan.

A. Cast Iron

56
Alley marker approach in Pioneer Square

04 / PAGE 59

B. Patterned
Cast Iron
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DISTINCT ZONES: PIONEER SQUARE
PIONEER SQUARE: SHORT TERM

MAKE INTERSECTION
PEDESTRIAN ORIENTED,
TIME LIGHT
ACCORDINGLY

ENCOURAGE
SEATING AND ART
ALONG CORRIDOR
WHERE
APPROPRIATE

LANDSCAPE
BUFFER AT
HIGH CURB

S. JACKSON STREET
MARK ALLEY
ENTRIES PER
PIONEER SQUARE
PUBLIC REALM
PLAN, TYP.

INSTALL CUSTOM
PIONEER SQUARE
BIKE RACKS WHERE
APPROPRIATE
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DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB

STATION HUB

ZONE RECOMMENDATIONS
• Maximize pedestrian space to the extent possible and improve the quality of the pedestrian
experience in this critical multi-modal hub.
• Encourage landscape at curb edge especially
where the curb is next to moving traffic.
• Incorporate art to humanize the station hub;
look for elements of continuity in the relationship of art approach.
• Improve and activate plazas at the stations
• Look for ways for the station hub to read as a
coherent zone.
• Reinforce this area as a specific place by
giving it a name.
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ADJACENT OPEN SPACES:
UNION STATION SQUARE AND KING
STREET STATION PLAZA

• Refer to Parks and Gateways Plan.
• Give the Station Hub a name and sense of its
own identity within the South Jackson Street
corridor and the city.
• Design the King Street Station Plaza to maximize the benefit of activities related to the
presence of the Office of Arts & Culture and
the Office of Economic Development on the
plaza level.
• Design within the limitations on loading at
King Street Station Plaza for locations and
weight of planters, soil and vegetation.
• Emphasize the ability of people to pass
through the plazas, without dead-end conditions.
• Highlight the station architecture by considering view angles and tree locations.
• Maximize space for pedestrians in the rightof-way in the Station Hub.
• Use art to visually connect the plazas and pedestrian spaces, and to connect to the history,
culture and land.
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DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB
STATION HUB: SHORT TERM

S.
XT.

.E
AVE

4TH AVE. S.

2ND
OPEN TO BELOW

SEE PIONEER
SQUARE PARKS &
GATEWAYS PLANS

EXPAND
PEDESTRIAN SPACE
& CREATE BUFFER
UTILIZE FOR ART &
CULTURE ELEMENTS

ADAPTIVE REUSE OF
OLD STREETCAR STOP

NEW
CONSTRUCTION

COMMUTER
RAIL

HIGHLIGHT TRAILS TO
TREASURE ELEMENT

SIMPLIFY &
CLARIFY
BICYCLE
ROUTES

S. JACKSON STREET

HIGHLIGHT AND EXPAND
EXISTING ART & CULTURE
ELEMENTS AT BUS STOP

CREATE BUFFER
OPEN TO
BELOW

METRO

PLAZA TO
ACCOMODATE
OED & OACC
WELCOMING
ROUTE TO
ENTRY DOORS.
ATTRACTIVE
PLAZA WITH
VIEWS TO
STATION

UNION
STATION

ENLIVEN PLAZA &
REMOVE PARKING TO
ACCOMODATE USE BY
PEDESTRIANS & PUBLIC

KING STREET
STATION

RESTORE PEDESTRIAN
CONNECTIVITY

PAINT
STRUCTURE
FLAT BLACK TO
MATCH
CORRIDOR
CHARACTER &
AESTHETIC
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DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB
STATION HUB: MID & LONG TERM
There is potential for the Station Hub area
to be re-developed as an iconic gateway
into the city by re-allocating public right of
ways from vehicle transit to pedestrian and
public open space uses. The recommendation is for a design team to address this
complex area as a cohesive whole, provided are design precedents (right), narrative
recommendations (below), and example
applications of programmatic changes to
the space (following pages)

LONG TERM

• If closure of 2nd Ave Extension South to
vehicle traffic proves successful, permanent changes to curbless plazas can be
made to improve connectivity through
the Station Hub zone.
• A partnership to lid portions of the
railroad tracks on the west side of 4th
Ave. South in conjunction with street
structural rebuilds could provide additional open space and public or private
activation.

SHORT TERM:

• Minor improvements can improve
pedestrian experience and sense of connectivity and imageability of this zone.
Suggestions for short term improvements are mapped on page 59.

MID TERM

• A need for more public space to serve
both the Chinatown-International District and Pioneer Square can be tested
with closure of 2nd Ave Extension South
to vehicle traffic and reallocated for uses
including recreation, street eateries &
cafe space, etc.
• An additional crossing across 4th Ave.
South at King Street to King Street Station would improve access and pedestrian walkability.
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Place de la Republique / Martha-Schwartz-Partners

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONNECTIONS PLAN

DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB

Place de la Republique / Martha-Schwartz-Partners

Ripoll Historic Downtown / Comas-Pont
Arquitectes

The Metropolitan Museum of Art / OLIN
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DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB
STATION HUB: MID TERM

.E
AVE
XT.

4TH AVE. S.

2ND
OPEN TO BELOW

S.
COMMUTER
RAIL

MAINTAIN
BICYCLE ROUTE

CLOSE TO
VEHICLE
TRAFFIC

S. JACKSON STREET

OPEN TO
BELOW
METRO

UNION
STATION
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KING STREET
STATION
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DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB
STATION HUB: LONG TERM
OPEN TO BELOW

S.
XT.

.E
AVE

4TH AVE. S.

2ND
COMMUTER
RAIL

S. JACKSON STREET

PARTIAL OR COMPLETE LID OF
RAILROAD IN CONJUNCTION WITH
STREET STRUCTURAL REBUILDS

METRO

UNION
STATION

KING STREET
STATION
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DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB
STATION HUB: HISTORICAL

King Street Station and Union Station, Seattle, WA, ca. 1913
Photographer: Curtis, Asahel, Source: UW Special Collections

STATION HUB: CURRENT

Photo: Framework
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STATIONS HUB: LONG TERM
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DISTINCT ZONES: STATION HUB
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DISTINCT ZONES: CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT

TYP 1CHINATOWN-

INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT
ZONE RECOMMENDATIONS

C-ID EXISTING
CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT: EXISTING TYPICAL SECTION
NOTE:
20’ LANE REDUCED TO 13’ AT
CURB BULB INTERSECTIONS

• Encourage vending adjacent to building and
near curb where appropriate.
• Infill trees where missing or unhealthy.
• Add continuous plantings at curb edge.
• Add curb bulbs in east-west direction.

ADJACENT OPEN SPACES:
CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT

Highlight connections to open spaces located
near the South Jackson Street corridor: Maynard
10’ Avenue-Danny
11’
12’ Garden and Hing Hay Park
Woo
and; Nihonmachi Alley-Chiyo’s Garden.

ADJACENT OPEN SPACES:
ALLEY CONNECTIONS

Highlight alley entries by pavement markers and
treatment similar to that described in the Pioneer
Square Street Concept Plans.
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16-18’

20’

10’

10’

20’

16-18’

C-ID PROPOSED
CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL
DISTRICT: PROPOSED TYPICAL SECTION

zones

Vending +
Storefront
Activation
16-18’

20’

10’

10’

20’

16-18’
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DISTINCT ZONES: CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT
CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT: SHORT TERM

NIHONMACHI
ALLEY

MAYNARD
GREEN STREET

CHIYO’S
GARDEN

ADD SEATING OR
VENDING

EXPAND
LANDSCAPE AND
INFILL TREE CANOPY
WHERE POSSIBLE

USE TRANSIT
SHELTERS
FOR ART
OPPORTUNITIES

6TH AVE. S.

DEVELOP DISTINCT
ALLEY MARKERS
THAT REFLECT
NEIGHBORHOOD
CHARACTER

VENDING

MAYNARD AVE. S.

S. JACKSON STREET

STREETCAR PLATFORM
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DISTINCT ZONES: CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT
CHINATOWN - INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT: EXISTING CONDITIONS
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DISTINCT ZONES: CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT
CHINATOWN-INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT: SHORT TERM
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DISTINCT ZONES: I-5 UNDERPASS
UNDER I-5

PERMANENT STRUCTURES:
RECREATION

PERMANENT STRUCTURES:
RETAIL

ZONE RECOMMENDATIONS
• City must address issues of affordable housing and
social services supporting homeless individuals and
families.
• Work to make pedestrians feel safe walking on South
Jackson Street by improving conditions below I-5.
• Support the work of public safety Task Force and
other related efforts targeting safety issues in the
neighborhood.
• Use thoughtful design, even for temporary solutions
• Encourage positive activities along the corridor that
support the community and businesses.
• Encourage new land uses on private property adjacent to the underpass.
• Consider measures to reduce freeway noise or the
impact of freeway noise.

•
•
•

•
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Portland, OR

Paris

Shanghai

Tokyo

Permanent structures below freeways or railroad
viaducts can be excellent solutions and provide
space for positive activities.
Note that permanent structures are highly challenged under I-5 due to security requirements
Recreational uses offer space for desired activities,
that are often hard to accommodate. The skatepark
under the Burnside Bridge is shown above; Seattle
already has bike facilities under I-5 at Colonnade
Park.
Consider similar activities with temporary rather
than permanent structures. Yakitori Alley (bottom
right) is an example that may be achievable with
temporary furnishings.

Tokyo

SOUTH JACKSON STREET CONNECTIONS PLAN

ACTIVITIES

ART

Florida

San Jose

Sacramento

Glasgow

•

The area below the freeway is dry, and people have
taken advantage of the weather protection to hold
temporary events and activities such as markets
and performances. These are useful for activating
under-structure.

•

There are many excellent examples of art to humanize spaces below freeways. The top example,
Sensing YOU by Seattle artist Dan Corson, changes
patterns as people walk or bike through. The second, in Glasgow, plays with color and scale with giant flowers. The bottom example, with supergraphics, is by James Corner in the underpass below I-95
leading to the Delaware River.

DISTINCT ZONES: I-5 UNDERPASS
LANDSCAPE

New York

Seoul
•

•

Philadelphia

Landscape is difficult where plant materials lack
sunlight and water. Some areas below the I-5 are
open to the sky and could support vegetation.
This would need to be coordinated with SDOT and
WSDOT.
There are examples of landscape below structures
with sufficient daylight. The top example, Queens
Plaza in New York, uses plant material and broken
recycled concrete to define safe pedestrian space.
Below, the Shinbanpo Underpass in Seoul has some
plantings below the structure, but defines the entry
to the pedestrian route with well-designed human-scale materials.
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LITTLE SAIGON - EXISTING

DISTINCT ZONES: LITTLE SAIGON

LITTLE SAIGON

LITTLE SAIGON: EXISTING TYPICAL SECTION

ZONE RECOMMENDATIONS
• Make better use of ample sidewalk space.
• Add pedestrian lighting where missing.
• Encourage vending adjacent to building and
near curb where appropriate.
• Infill trees where missing or unhealthy.
• Add continuous planters at curb edge.
• Consider reducing vehicle space; add curb
bulbs.

ADJACENT OPEN SPACES:
20’
16-18’
LITTLE
SAIGON

Develop the Park-owned property on the south
side of South Jackson Street across from the
streetcar stop with a small, temporary improvement and plan for longer term development.

16-18’

10’

10’

10’

10’

20’

16-18’

20’

16-18’

LITTLE SAIGON - PROPOSED

LITTLE SAIGON: PROPOSED TYPICAL SECTION

20’
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Planting +
Story Street
Elements

16-18’
6-8’

16-18’

16’

4’

10’

10’

10’
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DISTINCT ZONES: LITTLE SAIGON
LITTLE SAIGON: SHORT TERM
DEVELOP PLAN FOR NEW
DEVELOPMENT AT KEY CORNER
THAT INTEGRATES WITH
CONTEXT AND SUPPORTS HIGH
QUALITY PUBLIC REALM

POTENTIAL
LANDSCAPE
AREAS AT
EACH CORNER
AS GATEWAY

STORYTELLING ART
OPPORTUNITY AT BUS
STOP THAT RELATES TO
JAZZ ON JACKSON KIOSK

ADD PEDESTRIAN
LIGHTING PER
LIGHTING PLAN
(PENDING), TYP.

CONTINUOUS
PLANTINGS WITH
TREES AND
UNDERSTORY,
TYP.

S. JACKSON STREET

STREETCAR

IMPROVE SAFETY
AT CROSSING

STORYTELLING ART
OPPORTUNITY AT BUS
STOPS, TYP.

DEVELOP PARK
AS COMMUNITY
AMMENITY

12TH AVE. S.

PARKLET

CROSSWALK DESIGN
TO HIGHLIGHT UNIQUE
CHARACTERSTICS OF
NEIGHBORHOOD
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DISTINCT ZONES: LITTLE SAIGON
LITTLE SAIGON: EXISTING CONDITIONS LITTLE SAIGON: SHORT TERM
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STREET CONCEPT: CHINESE MEMORIAL
STORY STREET :
CHINESE MEMORIAL

Seattle’s Fremont neighborhood. The consensus
was for three-dimensional artwork, located along
the west side of the Alaskan Way promenade
between Washington and Main Streets.

A Memorial to the Chinese Expulsion and the
Coast Salish art project is planned to be part of
multiple stories told along the waterfront. Because the expulsion occurred at the docks along
Seattle’s harbor, the new Central Waterfront is an
ideal location for the Memorial. The community
group had discussions with City Council members, City leaders and Friends of the Waterfront
to talk about moving ahead with the Memorial. The State appropriated funding to further
planning for the Memorial through funding to
Historic South Downtown, which supported the
work done in conjunction with the South Jackson
Street Connections project.

CRITERIA FOR THE MEMORIAL

OVERVIEW

PRECEDENTS AND CRITERIA

In meetings with the Memorial’s citizen group,
a variety of memorials were considered in
terms of location, siting, materials, concept,
and approach to conveying information. Many
powerful examples of memorials exist, with a
variety of successful approaches. The group
especially liked the Japanese American Park in
Eugene, Oregon, because of the sense of place
it creates. More than a singular element, it offers
a place to reflect, contemplate, sit and enjoy. It
also succeeded in its emotional draw with a
combination of historic content, educational text,
paver stones with comments/names, and figural
representations. An example of the desired scale
for the Memorial is Waiting for the Interurban, in
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• Simple, powerful message
• Specific to the Chinese Expulsion, and provide
universal connections
• Generating strong emotional responses from
viewers
• Made of durable materials, such as stone or
metal
• Visible and attractive from a distance
• Interest in literal portrayal of figures of Chinese American pioneers
• Bilingual
• Integrated into the landscape, including the redone waterfront and the urban neighborhood
• Oriented to be highly visible and to take advantage of the waterfront views
• Placemaking elements could be incorporated
to include elements such as landscape, seating, plaza space, or special ground treatment
• The Memorial should include lighting, and
designed for viewing after dark as well as
daylight hours.

THE MEMORIAL SHOULD BE
INTEGRATED INTO ITS PHYSICAL AND
CULTURAL CONTEXT, TYING INTO:

• Waterfront Art Plan and Art on the Waterfront
initiatives
• Washington Landings planning, development
and design
• Pioneer Square Alliance initiatives, including
From Trail to Treasure
• Chinatown-International District cultural
anchors
• Jackson Street Corridor planning

RELATIONSHIP TO SOUTH JACKSON
STREET CORRIDOR

The advocates for the Memorial expressed
interest in the linkages to South Jackson as a
cultural corridor, and noted the need for attractive business and activity near the waterfront,
and improvements to the “disconnects” along
Jackson, especially near King Street and Union
Stations. Artistic and cultural elements could be
used to strengthen the corridor as a connection
to the waterfront and the assets of the neighborhoods along Jackson.

ARTIST SELECTION PROCESS

The artist or artist team will be selected through
a Call for Artists. The Call will include the criteria
listed above, and will target artists who have a
deep familiarity with the Pacific Northwest and
the experience of Asian Pacific Americans. The
Call will solicit artists whose work includes exterior projects in public realm, of a similar scale and
employing durable materials. In order to meet
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STREET CONCEPT: CHINESE MEMORIAL
the wide range of potential skills involved in a
fully integrated Memorial, teams of artists will be
encouraged.
The responses to the Call for Artists will be
narrowed to approximately three candidate
artists (or teams) by a jury including community members and arts professionals. The three
candidate artists will be given an honorarium to
produce concepts for the Memorial. The jury will
select the final artist based on the concept and
its success in meeting the project criteria. The
concept will be the starting point for the design,
but project proponents will work with the selected artist on approval of the final design.

CURRENT FUNDING

The funding for this phase of the Memorial project has come from Washington State via Historic
South Downtown. The intent of this phase is to
move the concept forward and to coordinate with
physical and cultural considerations to strengthen South Jackson Street as a connection between the neighborhoods and the waterfront.
This phase furthers the project by coordinating
with project proponents and the community
to create criteria for the Memorial, agree on an
artist selection process, and create material that
will be used to raise funds to build the Memorial.

NEXT STEPS

conceptual design from the Office of the Waterfront, and expects to coordinate with the Waterfront project in terms of construction timing,
opportunities for integration of the art, and plans
for maintenance.
The budget for the project will need to be sufficient to cover the quality of design and materials
appropriate for the Memorial. As a point of reference, the artist call for the Coast Salish artwork
on the waterfront included a $25,000 artist
commission for initial design, and a subsequent
budget of $225,000.
The budget for the Memorial would need to
include artist honorariums for three concepts,
the design fee, fabrication and installation for the
art and the site improvements. A recommended budget would be at least equal to the Coast
Salish budget, and include an additional fee to
cover administration costs. An arts administration entity, such as the Wing Luke Museum or
4Culture, would be needed to lead and coordinate
the artist selection process, the design phase,
permitting and implementation.

NEXT STEPS

The Memorial Project will look for support for
the conceptual design from the Office of the
Waterfront, and expects to coordinate with the
Waterfront project in terms of construction timing, opportunities for integration of the art, and
recommendations for maintenance. The budget
for the project will need to be sufficient to cover
the quality of design and materials appropriate
for the Memorial.
The budget target numbers included here can be
refined as fund raising progresses. A potential
budget would be:
• Artist honorariums for three concepts: ($8000
x 3): $ 24,000
• Design and fabrication (art and site improvements): $275,000
• Art administration: $ 20,000

The planning for the Memorial Project will also
need to take into account long term ownership
and maintenance. The best avenue would be to
include the Memorial in the City’s collection similar to other artwork on the waterfront.

The Memorial Project is working in conjunction
with other organizations to create synergies
between efforts and to leverage resources. The
Memorial Project will look for support for the
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MEMORIAL PROJECT
Vision and Goals for the Memorial
The goal of the Memorial Project is to create a
permanent memorial to the Chinese Expulsion
that took place in Seattle in the fall and winter of
1885 and 1886. In the wake of the Chinese Exclusion Act, Chinese immigrants were forced out
of their Pacific Northwest communities by angry
mobs, culminating in Seattle with anti-Chinese riots on February 7, 1886. Seattle’s Chinese American community commemorated the centennial
of this dark historic moment in 1986 and again,
in 2011, at the 125th anniversary. The goal of the
Chinese Expulsion Remembrance Project was to
foster an awareness of the past, and offer context to better understand the issues of immigration and intolerance. The intent included recognition of the contributions of Chinese Americans,
and to highlight the important values of respect
and justice for Americans of all backgrounds.

The Chinese Expulsion Remembrance Project is
the basis for creating the permanent memorial.
In 2015, the City Council passed a resolution
acknowledging contributions of early Chinese
pioneers, expressing regret for the anti-Chinese
legislation and riots, and reaffirming the City’s
commitment to civil rights for all. A memorial,
located on the promenade, would make the sentiments of this legislation permanent and visible
for generations to come.
[See Call For Art in Appendix]

“How do we remember this vicious and tragic
part of our local history? It’s by re-educating
each generation to the fact that it happened. The
seeds of intolerance and bigotry that gave rise to
the Chinese exclusion still exist today.”
Ron Chew, past director of the
Wing Luke Museum

1 Crosscut, February 19, 2011, Lessons from infamy:
maintaining Seattle’s memory of Chinese expulsion,
Colin Tong, [crosscut.com]

GOALS:
EDUCATIONAL:

•
•
•

Illustrate the Anti-Chinese Riots and the
hardships suffered by the Chinese community
Show the context of the Chinese Exclusion
Era and 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act
Highlight Chinese American pioneers’ contributions in Seattle and Pacific Northwest
history

RECOGNITION AND HONORING

•

Make tangible the City’s Resolution apologizing for Anti-Chinese Riots

SOCIAL JUSTICE

•
•
•
•

Tie the Chinese experience to current issues--healing still needs to happen.
Emphasize that social justice issues, past
and present, cannot be ignored
Create the monument for permanence so
that these messages stay visible
Affirm social justice for everyone

CONNECTIONS

•
•
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Connect to both north and south on the
Waterfront
Link the Memorial to the Chinatown-ID and
the Wing Luke Museum, coordinating with
the concepts in the Jackson Street Connections project.
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MEMORIAL SITING

GENERAL LOCATION OF MEMORIAL SHOWN OVER WATERFRONT
LANDINGS IMAGE FROM JAMES CORNER FIELD OPERATIONS

STREET CONCEPT
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PRIORITIES & COST MATRIX
PROJECT
1

DESCRIPTION

Little Saigon Streetcar Park Temporary park

LEADERSHIP
Parks Department

STAKEHOLDERS/
PARTICIPANTS

LEVEL OF EFFORT PRIORITY
Small

++

Small

+++

WSDOT
Public Safety Committee
SPD
Housing and service providers

Small to Major

+++

Little Saigon community
Neighborhood
organizations
2

12th & Jackson Gateway

Parklet on SW corner
Intersection treatment

Private property owner
SDOT
Little Saigon community
Neighborhood
organizations

3

Treatment below I-5

Design or activation below freeway

SDOT
Little Saigon community
Chinatown community
Neighborhood
organizations

4

Alley markers

Sidewalk treatment at alleys
Multiple possible locations

SDOT
Neighborhood
organizations
Nord Alley & Nihonmachi Alley priorities Japantown
organizations

DON Historic Review

Small

++

5

Retail Pre-approved
Furnishings

Design of a kit of parts of street

SDOT

DON Historic Review

Small

++

vending furnishings; funding program

Business owners
Neighborhood
organizations

Overall look at how to make an
attractive and functional approach to
intstalling high quality landscaping &
trees in Little Saigon

SDOT

Property owners

Small to Medium

+++

SPU

Neighborhood organizations

6
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Landscape Plantings
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7

PROJECT

DESCRIPTION

LEADERSHIP

Story Street Plan

Further the concept of Jackson
as a story street;
how to effectively tell the stories

SDOT

STAKEHOLDERS/
PARTICIPANTS

Wing Luke

LEVEL OF EFFORT PRIORITY
Small (for plan)

++

Incremental (implementation)

Klondike Museum
Neighborhood organizations
Office of Waterfront
Transit agencies
8

Art: Chinese Expulsion
Memorial and Native
American presence at
waterfront

Design and implement significant Office of the Waterfront 4Culture
art related to the cultures of the Wing Luke
Office of Arts & Culture
place
Community
Alliance for Pioneer
Square

Medium

+++

9

Station Hub
Improvements

Near-term improvements to the
street and
plazas

SDOT

Small to Major

+++

10 King Street Station
plaza redesign

Design and implementation of
plaza that
works for City departments that
will be in
King Street Station

Office of Economic Development
Office of Arts & Culture

Small (for design)

++

11 Maintenance structure
for plantings

12 Street Concept Plans

Sound Transit

Metro

Office of Economic
Development
Neighborhood Organiza- Office of Arts & Culture
tions
Amtrak
Neighborhood
organizations

Amtrak

Establishing an organization or
Neighborhood organizamechanism
tions
to care for trees and landscape in Property owners
C/ID
SDOT
Chinatown-International District SDOT
Neighborhood
organizations

Medium (implementation)
Small

+++

Medium

++
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VI. APPENDIX

APPENDIX A

MEMORIAL
PREFERENCES RESULTS
1

4

88%

2

8

5

77.8%

3

63.6%

68%

7

55.4%

67.5%

6

9
42.7%

72.2%
我喜欢
TÔI THÍCH ĐIỀU NÀY
I LIKE IT
我不喜欢
TÔI KHÔNG THÍCH ĐIỀU NÀY
I DISLIKE IT

66.3%
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APPENDIX B

MEMORIAL TO THE CHINESE EXPULSION
CALL FOR EXTERIOR ARTWORK
DRAFT
PRIMARY CONTACT
• Name
• Email
• Phone Number

SHORT DESCRIPTION

Organization, Seattle, WA, is seeking an artist or
artist team to develop site-specific artwork as
a memorial to the Chinese Expulsion that took
place in Seattle in the fall and winter of 1885
and 1886. The Memorial will be located along
the Alaskan Way promenade adjacent to the
newly designed Central Waterfront, in a location
between Washington and Main Streets. The
artist will be expected to develop an artwork
of appropriate scale and materials to meet the
project criteria in an artistically engaging manner.
Please see the images attached for the general
site location. This call is open to artists who live
and/or work in the Pacific Northwest. Applications are due by _______.
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BUDGET

The budget for this project is________ . This allocation shall include:
• The design and fabrication of an exterior artwork of permanent materials
• Lighting and electrical infrastructure, if this is
to be part of the artwork
• Engineering and installation costs
• Taxes, licensing, insurance, and all other associated expenses

ELIGIBILITY

This opportunity is open to Pacific Northwest
-based artists or artist teams only. Teams may
include members who do not live in the Pacific
Northwest , but the lead artist must be locally-based.

DEADLINE

Applications are due by _______.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The goal of the Memorial Project is to create a
permanent memorial to the Chinese Expulsion
that took place in Seattle in the fall and winter of
1885 and 1886. In the wake of the 1882 Chinese
Exclusion Act, Chinese immigrants were forced
out of their Pacific Northwest communities by
angry mobs. Seattle’s Chinese American community commemorated the centennial of this dark
historic moment in 1986 and again, in 2011, at
the 125th anniversary. The goal of the Chinese
Expulsion Remembrance Project was to foster
an awareness of the past, and offer context to
better understand the issues of immigration and
intolerance. The intent included recognition of
the contributions of Chinese Americans, and to
highlight the important values of respect and
justice for Americans of all backgrounds.
The Chinese Expulsion Remembrance Project is
the basis for creating the permanent memorial.
In 2015, the City Council passed a resolution
acknowledging contributions of early Chinese
pioneers, expressing regret for the anti-Chinese
legislation and riots, and reaffirming the City’s
commitment to civil rights for all. [See attached]
A memorial, located in a visible and accessible
place, would make the sentiments of this legislation permanent and visible for generations to
come.
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APPENDIX B
PROJECT GOALS

Educational:
• Illustrate the Anti-Chinese Riots and the hardships suffered by the Chinese community
• Show the context of the Chinese Exclusion
Era and 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act
• Highlight Chinese American pioneers’ contributions in Seattle and Northwest history
Recognition and Honoring
• Make tangible the City’s Resolution apologizing for Anti-Chinese Riots
Social justice
• Tie the Chinese experience to current issues--healing still needs to happen
• Emphasize that social justice issues, past and
present, cannot be ignored
• Create the monument for permanence so that
these messages stay visible
• Affirm social justice for everyone
Connections
• Connect to both north and south on the Waterfront
• Link the Memorial to the Chinatown-ID and
the Wing Luke Museum, coordinating with
the concepts in the Jackson Street Connections project

PROJECT CRITERIA

• Simple, powerful message
• Specific to the Chinese Expulsion, but with
universal connections
• Generating strong emotional responses from
viewers
• Made of durable materials, such as stone or
metal
• Visible and attractive from a distance
• Interest in literal portrayal of figures of Chinese American pioneers
• Bilingual
• Integrated into the landscape, including the redone waterfront and the urban neighborhood
• Oriented to be highly visible and to take advantage of the waterfront views
• Placemaking elements could be incorporated
to include elements such as landscape, seating, plaza space, or special ground treatment
• The Memorial should include lighting, and
designed for viewing after dark as well as
daylight hours
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APPENDIX B
SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of the work includes design; working
with the stakeholder group and other public process; fabrication and installation. Coordination
will be required with the City’s Office of the Waterfront and potentially other agencies. The work
is encouraged to be integrated into its setting,
creating a place rather than an object only.
The artwork should be made of durable materials
and have a strong physical presence within the
designated site area. There are opportunities to
light the artwork, if desired. Artists are encouraged to consider that the site is located in close
proximity to the waterfront promenade and in
close proximity to the waterfront park accessed
by people of all ages, abilities, and backgrounds.
The artwork must be suitable for diverse audiences and be able to withstand wet seasonal
weather and a marine environment.
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RELATED PROJECTS

• Waterfront Art Plan and Art on the Waterfront
initiatives
• Washington Landings planning, development
and design
• Pioneer Square Alliance initiatives, including
From Trail to Treasure
• Chinatown-International District cultural
anchors
• Jackson Street Corridor planning

ARTIST SELECTION PROCESS

A review panel comprised of community representatives, project stakeholders, and the
members of the project management team will
select up to five finalists to submit proposals.
Finalists will be compensated in the amount of
$xxxx to present a concept, budget, model, and
preliminary schematics. Finalists that are chosen
to present proposals will be provided with a site
tour and project orientation prior to their submittal. The panel reserves the right to not select any
artists, if it so chooses.
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APPENDIX B
SELECTION CRITERIA

• Quality of past work
• Demonstrated ability to complete projects of
similar scale and context.
• Strong concept, design, and project management skills.
• Excellent client relations and design team
experience in the public realm.
• Demonstrated ability to complete projects on
time and on budget.

APPLICATION MATERIALS

Applicants for this first round may apply via electronic submittal. Either send materials via email
to XXXXX or use Dropbox, Google Drive, or any
other shared file storage service. If applying via
Dropbox or other, upload all materials in one folder labeled “MemorialProject_artist’s last name”
and share the folder with XXXXX.
Letter of Interest (500 words or less)
Describe why this opportunity is of interest,
general approach to the artwork site and context,
and relevant skills brought to this project.

Artist Selection Schedule
Call-for-Art Posted
XXXXX
Deadline for Entry
XXXXX
Selection Panel
XXXXX
Finalist Interviews
XXXXX
Contact Information
Questions? XXXXX
Shared Folder notification XXXXX

Digital Work Samples
Applicants may submit up to12 images that
clearly show past projects and work experience.
Files should be prepared as .jpg files only and
must be 1920 pixels on the longest side and 72
dpi. Files should be labeled “01MemorialProject_
last name, 02MemorialProject_last name”, etc.
The written documents (Image List, Resume, and
LOI) should be sent via email or dropbox as .pdf
files.
Annotated Image List
This list of images must include the budget, location, client or commissioning agency, title, year,
media, and a brief description (50 words or less)
of the applicant’s role in the project.
Resume
Please include a resume listing comparable projects, artwork exhibitions, and any other relevant
experience, two pages maximum.
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APPENDIX C
CITY OF SEATTLE
RESOLUTION 31605
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